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On 2/12/85 at 0930 hours, the Unit 1 Reactor Water Cleanup system (RWCU) isolated on
High Differential Flow while finishing the precoating of the "C" filter demineralizer
and placing it on hold. At the time of the occurrence, the unit was in Operating Mode 1
with Reactor Power at approximately 89%. Both the "A" and "B" filter demineralizers

j vere on line. The isolation was a result of the following conditions present at the

time of the event:

1. An accumulated (internal) system leakage obtained when none of the 3 filter demineral-
i izers are isolated (at their inlet).

2. Flow perturbations incurred when placing and/or removing a filter demineralizer on/off
| line.
! 3. A normal operating differential flow indication based on calibration deviations and

temperature differences between the inlet and outlet flow sensing loops.

Following isolation, the RWCU system was inspected for external leakage with none being
found, upon which the isolation was reset and the system satisfactorily restarted. No
further system abnormalities were noted. Safe plant conditions were maintained at all
times.
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I. EVENT DESCRIPTION

On 2/12/85 at 0930 hours, the Unit 1 Reactor Water Cleanup system (CE, RWCU)
isolated on High Differential Flov (JM) while finishing the precoating of the
"C" filter demineralizer and placing it into hold. At the time of the occurrence,
the unit was in Operating Mode 1, with reactor power at approximately 89%. Both
the "A" and "B" filter demineralizers were on line.

Upon actuation, isolation valve 1033-F00h closed as required. Following isola-
tion, the RWCU system was inspected for external leakage with none being found.
Upon confirmation of satisfactory system status, the high differential flow
isolation signal was reset. At 0935 hours the same day the Unit 1 RWCU system
was satisfactorily restarted with the "A" and "B" pumps, and "B" and "C" filter

demineralizers being placed on line. No further system abnormalities were
noted. <

II. CAUSE

The Unit 1 RWCU difrerential flow isolation .on 2/12/85 was the combined result
of the following conditions present at the time of the event:

1. Various isolation and relief valves associated with the three filter demin-
eralizers leak by internally, either to the RWCU or Reactor Building Equip-
ment Drain systems. Under the aforementioned configuration in which two
filter demineralizers are on line while placing the third into " hold",

C
the RWCU differential flow sensor sees the combined accumulated (internal)
leakage of all three filter demineralizers, since a filter demineralizer
in " hold" has its inlet open to the vessel and its outlet isolated.

2. Flow perturbations are incurred when placing and/or removing a filter
demineralizer on or off line. These flow perturbations can be seen as
a differential flow by the sensor loop.

3. In addition to internal leakage and perturbation concerns, a normal operating
differential flow indication exists, based on the following:

The indication loop was out of calibration, indicating approximatelya.
15 to 20 gpm high (conservative with respect to Technical Specifi-
cations).

b. Based on the normal system operating conditions and the flow element
|

| parameters, the present calibration setpoints are overly conservative,
resulting in an inlet flow indication that is 11.3 gpm high at full
scale, and a feedvater return flow indication that is h.9 gpm high

! at full scale, for a differential flow indication which is 6.4 gpm
high at full scale.
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II. CAUSE (CONTINUED)

Due to temperature, pressure and density differences in the RWCUc.
inlet and outlet water, a large differential flow indication, based
on the water's volumetric change, occurs. At rated conditions via
the feedvater return loop, this volumetric change with no leakage
results in a differential flow indication of 32.h gpm.

Accordingly, the net operating differential flow indication was approxi-
mtely 55 gpm, reducing the initial trip value of 69.5 gpm to an
effective trip value of approximately 15 gpm.

Since the accuracy of each flow sensing loop is between 2 and 6 gpm,
the net accuracy of the 3 loops plus the differential flow sensor
is on the order of the effective trip value of 15 gpm. T'nerefore ,

little if any flow / pressure perturbation or internal system leakage
would be required to trip the system.

III. PROBABLE CONSEQUENCES OF THE OCCURRENCE

The isolation occurred in accordance with system decign. Safe plant conditions
were maintained at all times. With the Reactor Water Cleanup system isolated,
plant operations my continue (in either the Run, Startup/ Hot Standby or Hot*

Shutdown Modes) as long as chemistr: specifications are not exceeded. Prior
to resetting the isolations and restarting a pump, the RWCU system was checked
for leaks, with none being found.

IV. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

1. An investigation of the Reactor Water Cleanup areas revealed that although
there my have been slight leakage internal to the RWCU and Reactor Building
Equipment Drain systems, no uncontrolled leakage to the atmosphere was
present.

2. The isolations were reset and the system was promptly restarted with no
difficulties.

3. Various Work Requests have been generated to repair the leaks associated
with the three filter demineralizers as time and conditions permit. Refer
to the following Work Requests: L20308, L23022, L31821, L37781, L37782,
L38707, L39108, Lh0596, L41086, Lh33hh, Lh3871, Lh5691, and L45746. (AIR

l-85-67039)

g.. .
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IV. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

4. Operating experience has shown that isolations similar to the one being
discussed can be prevented by placing the depleted filter demineralizer
on hold and isolating prior to de-isolating the fresh filter demineralizer
.and placing it in service. Caution cards #1-78-85, 1-79-85 and 1-80-85
have been placed on the F/D-1A,1B and 1C portions of the RWCU panel 1G33-
Z001-26 stating that the aforementioned sequence is necessary. Since
a similar isolation problem does not occur for Unit 2 when placing a new
F/D on line with two F/D's in operation, Unit 2 caution cards were not
written.

5 The Unit 1 differential flow loop was recalibrated to the correct setpoint.

6. A Modification request has been generated to revise the differential flow c

calibration setpoints. (AIR l-84-67106)

7. AIR l-84-67137 has been written to review the trip delay timer to determine
if a possible increase is warranted.

8. AIR 01-85-67037 and requests for LOP-RT-04/05/06/07 procedure changes
have been generated to incorporate the aforementioned sequence.

V. PREVIOUS OCCURRENCES

C

The following IER's are associated with RWCU differential flow trips during
equipment rotations.

373/84-023 37h/8h-013
373/8h-032 374/84-023
373/8h-Oh3 374/84-036
373/84-045 374/84-037
373/84-046 37h/8h-066
373/84-050

VI. NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF PREPARER

John B. Reis, 815/357-6761, extension h63.
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Commonwellth Edison j

[c LaSalle County Nuclear Station
Rural Route #1, Box 220; ;,

V Marseilles, Illinois 61341
% . Telephone 815/357-6761

March 3, 1985
,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Cornmission
Document Control Desk

. Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Sir:

Reportable Occurrence Report #85-013-00, Docket #050-373 is being
submitted to your office in accordance with 10CFR 50 73

t

G. J. Diederi h
Superintendent
LaSalle County Station

'

GJD/MLD/kg

Enclosure

xc: NRC,-Regional Director
INPO-Records. Center
File /NRC.
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